Sanjay Rao Wins Presidency

By Jennifer Chung

Despite many problems, the identities of the new Class of 2002 officers were released late last night.

The election was plagued by the omission of a candidate from the original ballot, an extra day of voting, and substantial delays in reporting results to candidates.

Sanjay K. Rao '02 was elected vice president for 1998-1999, and Jimmy C. Chang '02 will serve as president. Mendel Chung '02 is treasurer, and Teresa H. Ko '02 is the Class of 2002 secretary. Bhamika M. Patel '02 and Gregory C. Townsend '02 were elected as social chair, and Catherine B. Chen '02 and Amiee K. Wong '02 are the new publicity coordinators.

Rao said that he "was not exactly sure how it affected the election. I'm hoping it was basically fair in the end."

Rao declined to comment on his initial absence from the ballot.

According to UA election officer Chris D. Smith '01, the initial voters were notified by e-mail of the correction to the ballot and the need to vote again.

The ballots of those who did not come back to re-vote should have been counted in the final tallies, Schmelzer added.

Despite this summer's incident, Themo said. "The meeting went really well," Williams said. "The exchanges were all positive," James Ryan said. "Everyone gave their pet peeves and concerns."

Residents of the Kenmore Square area met with residents and alumni of Beta Theta Pi to discuss the community's concerns about the fraternity.

The Sept. 14 meeting was held to fulfill part of the sentence handed down by the Boston Licensing Board on Aug. 19 after 11 resident students at the fraternity pleaded Boston University police officers with cans and bottles.

The participants included Victor Thermo from the Bay State Road Civic Association, who felt the meeting was "very constructive and very informal." The participants at the meeting discussed ways to minimize problems, Thermo said.

"Everyone gave their pet peeves and concerns," Thermo said. "Steps were taken to help improve the situation in fraternities and sororities in general."

BTP presents new proposals

BTP President Matthews S. Rechlin '99 introduced new plans of action. These "include the distribution of a flyer urging residents to call the house or MIT campus police directly in the event of a problem, and the implementation of a complaint log and response system that will be reviewed at weekly house meetings," Williams said.

"The meeting went really well," Rechlin said. "This was the first time we met face-to-face with the community." The major concerns raised were about trash and noise, he said.

"We encouraged the community to contact us directly about noise complaints," Rechlin felt that the meeting helped improve the fraternity's relations with the Bay State Road community. "We plan to have further community meetings in the future, [semiannually] or twice a semester."

BTP had a good rush this year, despite this summer's incident. "We had ten guys pledge, and we always shoot for ten to twelve guys," Rechlin said.

"Concerns were raised about trash pick-up, game-playing on the sidewalks, enhanced controls over summer boarders, music, and noise in the late evening. MIT Police powers in Boston, and the overall need for improved communications," Williams said.

Thermo, who lives near the fraternity, has come to "expect a certain amount of noise during rush," he said. "I really hope this particular incident was just a flash in the pan."

"The house is willing to take these concerns seriously," he said. "We have no animosity. This was just a fluke, and it shouldn't even have happened."

Dorethia and James Ryan, two other Bay State Road residents who attended the meeting, had also favorable opinions about the meeting. "The exchanges were all positive," Ryan said. "While this particular incident did not bother us as directly, many other incidents in the past have bothered us. This was certainly not an isolated incident."

This week, MIT will begin accepting bids from companies to run the dining system next year.
**Iran Foreign Minister Calls For Cooperation with U.S.**

By Robin Wright

The Washington Post

Iran's foreign minister, Kamal Kharrazi, called Tuesday for cooperation with the United States, seeking to build on a recent "change of tone" that he said was the result of the September 11 terrorist attacks.

"I am very confident that Green moderate such as party leader Jo chka Fischer, would seek to form a coalition government with the environmentali t Green party.

The Democratic Party would stand to gain by forming a majority government with the Green Party in the upcoming election. This would allow the government to implement policies that are beneficial to both the environment and the economy.

The Democratic Party's platform includes a commitment to reducing greenhouse gas emissions, increasing renewable energy sources, and investing in clean technology. The Green Party, on the other hand, is focused on promoting sustainable living and protecting the environment.

The formation of a coalition government would allow these two parties to work together to achieve their goals.

**Weather**

By Claudia Kolle

The Washington Post

Slowly but furiously, Hurricane Georges made landfall on Thursday morning, bringing heavy rain and strong winds to the southern Gulf Coast. The storm caused widespread damage, with many areas reporting power outages and flooding.

A tornado warning was issued for parts of Mississippi and Alabama, where high winds and heavy rain were expected. The National Hurricane Center advised people to stay indoors and away from windows.

**World & National**

Schroeder, Social Democrats Seek Coalition With Greens

The Washington Post

Chancellor-elect Gerhard Schroeder said Monday that his Social Democratic party would seek to form a coalition government with the environmentally-oriented Greens. He added that he had hoped that Iran and the United States would move faster and beyond the stage of giving speeches to each other.

"The mere fact that Kharrazi was permitted to give a speech in the U.S. was a "commensurate" with changes in U.S. behavior towards Iran. He added that the momentum of change in U.S. policy toward Iran was "any indication that we are moving forward."" 

**Banking**

By Bryn Levy

The Washington Post

The consortium of banks rescuing Long-Term Capital Management Tuesday by purchasing $3.6 billion in the company's debt had only the most tenuous connection to a New York Fed President William McDonough as by all accounts an executive from a rival consortium stated a forceful coach in the original talks last Wednesday, pro-

"We are flexible and ready to use a deal with as a $43 million leveraged credit line made to Long-Term Capital by a syndicate of banks as an example that "should be paid down immediately," several sources said. But "most of us felt we would rather not have that money go out the door the same day," a banker involved in the talks, the source said.

The most controversial issue was how to coordinate solutions to joblessness and other social and economic problems.

**Investment Funds’ Rescue**

By David A. Fahrenthold

The Washington Post

The funds' lenders said they were largely kept in the dark over whether the loans were going, though many argue that such secrecy is common.

**Regional Crisis**

By Robert Wright

The Washington Post

"We are flexible and ready to use a deal with as a $43 million leveraged credit line made to Long-Term Capital by a syndicate of banks as an example that "should be paid down immediately," several sources said. But "most of us felt we would rather not have that money go out the door the same day," a banker involved in the talks, the source said.

The most controversial issue was how to coordinate solutions to joblessness and other social and economic problems.
Netanyahu and Arafat Agree To Conference in Washington

By Tyler Marshall

President Clinton, over Monday's talks, pronounced "significant progress" although he acknowledged that the negotiations were far from being conclusive. "Both men said Netanyahu and Arafat were anxious to do a deal — probably for different reasons," both men said early Monday to hold a summit meeting in Washington next month. "The talks were more atmospheric than substantive. They were mostly a discussion of how to move into the final phase of the peace process," Clinton said.

By Juliet Ellperln

A senior administration official said Netanyahu and Arafat were "anxious to do a deal — probably for different reasons." Both men said early Monday to hold a summit meeting in Washington next month. "The talks were more atmospheric than substantive. They were mostly a discussion of how to move into the final phase of the peace process," Clinton said.
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The Dangers of Distance Learning

I am writing in response to the column by Naveen Sunkavalli ["Solid Recommendations," Sept. 22] which suggests that MIT should endorse "distance learning," classes which are transmitted to student residences over the Internet. Such a practice would be damaging to MIT’s educational program because it would essentially destroy the teacher-student relationship. Although many Institute classes do not encourage such a relationship in the present system, this proposal would make the situation far worse. Learning is an interactive experience, and to separate teacher from student physically would render this experience inhuman and ineffective. Taped lectures may appeal to lazy students who do not wish to wake up in the morning, but it widens the damaging chasm between students and their instructors.

Jason H. Wasyl ’01

Keep Rush During Orientation

Although I am opposed to the idea of limiting the living options of freshmen starting in 2001, the time has come to look ahead and think about how fraternities will survive after this change. Freshmen are going to be living in the dormitories, and we must face that. When this happens, the best way to ensure the survival of fraternities is to allow freshmen to rush and accept bids during freshman orientation.

Although they will not be allowed to live with their brothers in the fraternity house for the first year, they will still receive the real benefits we offer while they are adjusting to MIT life—a sense of support, mutual respect, and, yes, even brotherhood. These benefits are not attached to any building. While living together helps the bonding that is at the core of the fraternity system, it is not an absolute necessity.

It is true that we may face some difficult financial choices in the coming years, but we will survive. We will have to change the way we do some things, since freshmen brothers will not be living with upperclassman brothers, but I have faith that most fraternities on this campus have the ability to adjust.

Joseph M. Rozier ’99

Respect Lobby 10 Memorial

With a new fall semester upon us, many energetic campus groups and organizations have chosen to announce events and activities to the MIT community. It is an appropriate time for students to consider the responsibilities that we expect from the students who post posters, signs, and other advertising in this campus have the ability to adjust.

Freshmen are going to be living in the dormitories, and we must face that. When this happens, the best way to ensure the survival of fraternities is to allow freshmen to rush and accept bids during freshman orientation.

Although they will not be allowed to live with their brothers in the fraternity house for the first year, they will still receive the real benefits we offer while they are adjusting to MIT life—a sense of support, mutual respect, and, yes, even brotherhood. These benefits are not attached to any building. While living together helps the bonding that is at the core of the fraternity system, it is not an absolute necessity.

It is true that we may face some difficult financial choices in the coming years, but we will survive. We will have to change the way we do some things, since freshmen brothers will not be living with upperclassman brothers, but I have faith that most fraternities on this campus have the ability to adjust.

Joseph M. Rozier ’99
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Wild Hopes, Wild Dreams After 80 Years in the Wilderness, Is This the Red Sox Year? Michael J. Ring

Is this their year? Fans across Red Sox Nation have been asking themselves this question throughout the past few decades now. The answer, of course, is yes, when you believe in your heart that you have a shot. We hope and pray eternal.

They have been asking the question as they have watched the Red Sox clinching the American League play-off wild-card, fans across New England watch their heroes in the same time, and we don't hesitate to make our opinions heard and heard loudly. To the freshmen who knock on your door or down the hall who knocked on your door for a chat, you assumed, actually stormed into your rooms are left unusable and unsanitary the day after, which poses problems for students who have classes the next morning.

They all seemed in good spirits and invited me to play ultimate in the dark with a fluorescent disc, or go out for a game of volleyball? Exercise is the best and healthiest way out of the pressure from the upperclassmen who want to be a tradition? Is it necessary for upperclassmen to groom the freshmen in this way?
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Todd Nightingale '01 of the MIT Rugby Club rises to catch the ball in a game against the Harvard Business School. MIT smashed the opposition 22-5.

MIT Preparers to Receive and Analyze Dining Contract Bids

By Gribada Ajarna

MIT is about to begin the process of hiring a new dining contractor. The Institute will begin accepting bids tomorrow to run the dining system beginning July 1, said Philip J. Walsh, director of the Campus Activities Complex and leader of the dining review working group.

The bids will come from ten previously-chosen companies, he said. Aramark, the current contractor, is among those companies.

The bids, outlining companies' proposals and qualifications, will be due by the middle of December. There is a possibility that two contractors may be chosen to administer different parts of campus.

An implementation team, composed of students, staff, and possibly faculty, will decide who would review the proposals, do company site analyses, and full evaluations on the ten companies, Walsh.

In a few weeks, a bidders' conference will be held at the Institute to provide information and campus tours for the possible future contractors. This conference is meant to provide information to the different companies in an even and fair way, he said.

"The goal continues to be food service on this campus, regardless of who's providing it," Walsh said.

"We want our food service to provide high quality, be widely available and where and where our students and the rest of the community need it, be nutritious and at a reasonable price," he said.

"It has been a very involved process with significant level of company involvement and participation," Walsh said. "The Institute dining review group spent 18 months implementing its plan with community involvement."

Walsh also said that there is interest in re-opening residential dining areas, particularly the one in McCormick Hall. The goal would be "to increase the opportunities to eat together and build community," he said.

A nationwide search for a new director of the Office of Campus Dining is also underway, Walsh said.

Aramark continues projects

Although Aramark's contract will soon end, the Office of Campus Dining is working with the contractor to provide new additions to the available dining options.

One of these initiatives is the Home Cooking to Go program that is currently available at Loblaw Food Court. Other changes include restaurant-style meals at the recently-renovated Baker House dining hall and new meal options at Next House.

Emery hopes that Aramark will continue "to provide dining for the institute in the future."

The Aramark philosophy continues to be "fresh food prepared by caring professionals committed to providing quality and comfort to the Institute community," Emery said.

Aramark is now in its 13th year of operation at the Institute. It's second five-year contract was extended three times while the dining review working group conducted a comprehensive review of dining programs on campus.
MIT Designs Freshman Prison

By E’ythe D. Bate
Staff Reporter

“Inaccurate every last one of them! That’s the answer!” President Vest reportedly exclaimed in his most recent address. Trying to both please the Boston Licensing Board and alienated Next House residents, Vest allegedly continued, “The mayor of Cambridge has done too good a job of crime down, and so there are spaces opening up in prisons.” Quizzically scratching a goatee-growing patch of paper with a moustache, he added, “That’s why mental illness in the Institute extends.”

MIT
Speech & Debate Open
10.10.98

TOP TEN REASONS
TO PARTICIPATE IN THE SPEECH & DEBATE OPEN

10. Speak out against class oppression!
9. Beat up your professors (with words).
8. SDO = Uber-ER
7. You can’t spend all weekend in a cluster.
6. Dunking tank featuring the new Dean of Student Life at Wellesley
5. Talk about the Talking Points
4. SDO: I Hate Acronyms
3. Better than the Speech and Debate Closed
2. There is such thing as a free lunch.
1. Pleasurable punting.

Open to all members of the MIT-Wellesley community.

Hosted by Counterpoint, MIT Debate, and Speech Team.
Sponsored by CAC Program Board, Chicago Pizza, CopyTech, and The Tech.

sdo.mit.edu
sdo-request@mit.edu
OUR ENGINEERS HAVE THE FREEDOM TO DO ANYTHING THEY WANT, INCLUDING WRITING THIS AD.

ALLOWING OUR ENGINEERS A HIGH DEGREE OF LATITUDE IN THEIR WORK HAS PRODUCED NUMEROUS PATENTS, INNOVATIONS AND REVOLUTIONARY TECHNOLOGIES. MANY ENGINEERS CONSIDER THIS FREEDOM THE BEST PART OF THEIR JOBS, SO IT'S NO SURPRISE THAT THEY'D WANT TO TALK ABOUT IT.

Chris Ickler
BS PHYSICS – MIT

Chris is one of the creators of the Bose® Auditioner® demonstrator. Working from as little as a blueprint, the Auditioner system lets people hear exactly how an audio system will sound from any seat in a facility, even if it hasn't yet been built.

"At first, the idea was to make a fuzzy crystal ball. What we have today wasn't even thought possible in 1989 when we started. We had a software program called the Modeler® design program that would visually show sound coverage in a given space. They asked me to 'make Modeler audible' – create a system so people could hear what Modeler was showing them. Then they let me do it.

I spent the first six months just studying human hearing. Later, I started ordering equipment that almost no one understood.

Bose never said 'no.' They believed in me and gave me the time and resources to get my job done.

No other company would let me do that. That's what keeps me here. You are given big opportunities. You are encouraged to try. Nobody tells you how to do it – most of the time because it has never been done. You are always told, ‘you'll figure it out.’

Today, Auditioner is virtual reality that cannot be distinguished from reality."

WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO?

DISCOVER MORE ABOUT BOSE. ATTEND THESE EVENTS:
ON-CAMPUS INFORMATION SESSION – WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 7, 7 PM, ROOM 1-190.
ON-CAMPUS OPEN INTERVIEWS – TUESDAY, OCTOBER 13, REGISTER AT THE MIT CAREER OFFICE.

For more information fax or e-mail your resume to Lyn Van Huben, Bose Corporation, The Mountain, Framingham, MA 01701-9168. FAX:(508) 766-7031. E-mail: lyn_vanhuben@bose.com. Visit us at www.bose.com.
Women's Ice Hockey Gains Varsity Status

By Susan Bachman

This winter marks the inaugural season of the MIT women's varsity ice hockey team. The team has existed for almost twenty years, first as an informal organization and, later as a club sport. This year, the Department of Athletics elevated the team to varsity status.

"Women's ice hockey has been at MIT since 1980," according to head coach Katia Paskevitch. In its infancy, the team was a collection of undergraduate and graduate students, alumni, and friends.

Eventually, the Department of Athletics gave the team equipment and granted it club status, Paskevitch said. However, even before that point the team was holding regular practices.

"It's amazing the interest women at MIT were showing towards hockey," said Paskevitch. "The team has always been very serious."

"We have always treated the team like a varsity team," said team captain Kalpana Mani '99. "We practice regularly, five days a week, and attendance is mandatory at practice."

When Paskevitch became involved with the program three years ago, both she and the athletics department had the intention of making the team varsity. The composition of the team, which was primarily graduate students, was the last big hurdle facing the team because the NCAA requires that a varsity team have only undergraduate members.

"The actural move to become varsity began last February," Mani said. "Because of restructuring in the department, our funding for the 1998-1999 season was going to be cut."

"This would have been devastat- ing for the team," she said. "Many of our competitors were going varsity; we would be cutting back."

The ice hockey team decided that becoming a varsity team was the best way to avoid collapse.

"We started by writing an official letter to the department requesting that they confer varsity status on the team," said Mani. "In May 1998, the athletics department informed the team that it was considering the team's request and would meet with the team at the end of June."

"In the interim, we did a lot of research about the budgets of varsity teams," Mani said. "At the meeting, we presented our case to go varsity, and they told us that the department had requested a varsity budget for the 1998-1999 season from the senior administration."

On Sept. 10, Paskevitch informed the team that its request had been approved.

Although Paskevitch had to take the team from "eighty percent graduate students to a team of undergraduates," finding women interested in playing hockey was not a problem.

"I have twenty [women] trying out every year," said Paskevitch. "The team has 17 returning members.

Now that the team has earned varsity status, it is looking forward to being accepted into the Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference.

"This year we are varsity in the eyes of the department, but we have not yet joined the Division III league," Mani said.

The team will have to submit an application which will be decid- ed upon by the ECAC at a meeting next year.

The hockey team was 7-7-1 last year. It will continue to play the same teams that they played as a club team.

"The biggest difference between club and varsity status is the support we'll receive from the department," said Mani. "We will get buses to our away games, whereas before we had to rent vans. We will have trainers at practices and games, we will be issued equip- ment from the athletic department for the season, and we will get physical education credit."

Special Egg Donor Needed $25,000

We are a loving, infertile couple hoping to find a compassionate woman to help us have a baby. We're looking for a healthy, intelligent college student or college graduate, age 21-33, with blue eyes and blonde or light brown hair. Compensation $25,000 plus expenses. Your gift will bring boundless joy. Please contact us through our representative at 1-800-776-7680.

Welcome back students!

Purchase any new Trek bicycle and present this ad for a free Kryptonite K4 U-lock! A $45 value!
Expires 12-31-98

98 Brighton Ave. Boston 783-5804 – 71 Needham St. Newton 527-0967

Special Egg Donor Needed $25,000

Sexual, of course, we paid for your tuition.

Only the Student Value Package gives you so much for so little.

- new price as low as $3.3 a month* - get free sandwiches at Subway® with a coupon, BankBoston Card and a student ID • use 24-hour Online Banking with HomeLink™ • over 1,500 BankBoston ATMs • use your BankBoston Card with X-Pres Check®-like a plastic check wherever MasterCard® is accepted • get a free Drive-Thru refill every second visit • call 1-800-2-BOSTON

{Valid school ID or acceptance letter required. To qualify for X-Pres Check and Buyer Credit you must be a least 18 years of age and have a sound credit history. 2. From free withdrawals, deposits, transfers and balance inquiries electronically by phone, ATM or computer only the monthly fee is discounted to $3. The normal monthly fee for Student Value Package for it is $5. 3. Purcha a six-inch Subway® Sandwich and a six-inch drink and get a second six-inch Subway® Sandwich and six-ounce soft drink of equal or lesser price free upon presentation of a Student Value Package coupon. Offer expires May 31, 1999. Offer available at participating Subway® locations and may not be combined with any other offer. One coupon per person per visit. Subway is a registered trademark of Doctor Associates Inc. 4. Online banking with SafeCode® HomeLink™ is free (e.g., transfering bank, checking balance). There is a $3.5 monthly fee for Online Bill Payment with HomeLink. Member FDIC.
Lehman Brothers

cordially invites you
to attend a presentation on
career opportunities in

Sales, Trading, Research & Origination

Thursday, October 1, 1998
6:30 p.m.
The Cambridge Center Marriott
Grand Ballroom, Salon 5
Plans Identify Four Eventual Dorm Sites

Dormitory, from Page 1

House secretary and manager, and, outside guests, such as visiting scientists or artists in residence.

Dobler said that the current dormitories on west campus provide "many styles, many forms of inspiration."

Four sites have been identified for potential dormitories in the future, although the first dormitory will be located on Vassar Street on the west side of campus.

Current plans for student housing include the current renovations in Baker House, expansion of the playing fields located across from the west campus dormitories, and the new dormitory. The other three dormitory sites are located along Vassar Street.

Long-term planning includes significant renovation along Vassar Street as well as an MBTA subway stop, which will not be completed until 2020 at the earliest.

Tight schedule necessary for goals

Because the deadline for the completion of the dormitory is August 2001, there is a tight schedule for the project. From now until January, public forums and smaller planning sessions will be held to determine what traits the new dormitory will have.

The design and construction cycle will begin in January of next year. The architect, a smaller "founding committee," and key members of the administration will develop the final details for the dormitory.

Audience members raise concerns

During the question and answer period, many audience members raised concerns about crowding as well as the speed at which the dormitory was being created.

Other students questioned the wisdom of choosing the particular site for the dormitory. Not only is the site the furthest away of the four sites, but audience members had concerns about the safety of the location.

Dobler explained that the site was the most available site to meet the schedule.

Several audience members asked questions related to the decision to house freshmen on campus.

"No one's talking about this being a freshman dorm," said Margaret R. Bates, dean for student life. "I honestly believe, and certainly promise that... [we will] not phase out ILGs."

People who are forced to live somewhere are not happy people," said Dobler.

"I don't think that they will be happy people," said Diane A. Joy, a member of the Orientation committee. The committee is looking for interested students to join the committee.

"I'm confident that they will do an excellent job and that their committee will emerge as the student voice in housing and orientation affairs," said Ryan K. Pierce '99, one of two outgoing committee chairs.

Tickets are required for all KOL NIDRE services. Tickets are available at the MIT Hillel office through Sept. 28 and in Lobby 10 on Sept. 25 and 28.

A pre-fast meal will be served at Hillel. Reserve and pay by Friday, Sept. 25.

A break the fast will be held after services in the Kresge Lobby.

MIT HILLEL, 40 Mass Ave MIT Bldg W11 lower level, 253-2982

The Future of Turkey’s Place in the West

A free lecture by

Tansu Çiller

first woman Prime Minister of Turkey

Tuesday, Sept. 29 – 6:00 pm

Wong Auditorium (E51-115)

Presented by the MIT Lecture Series Committee. Open to the public. Visit http://lsc.mit.edu/ or call 258-8881 for more information.
Call Nightline
DEF TUV TUV OPER OPER
For anyone who needs to talk
This space donated by The Tech

Call Nightline
DEF TUV TUV OPER OPER
For anyone who needs to talk
This space donated by The Tech

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

HELP WANTED
Get Paid to Party!!! Festive Events is looking for outgoing people to learn DJ entertaining. Great source of extra cash. Full training provided! Must have car. Must be available weekends. Call 506-861-0100 for more info.

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT

WEBSITE DESIGNER/SMALL RETAILER
Seeking entrepreneurial student partner to launch website side of our business. We seek a creative innovated and knowledgeable person for more information contact Jean-Francois. At La Boutique (617) 542-8080

EARN UP TO $480.00/MONTH!
Healthy man needed as sperm donor. Must be 5’9” or taller, ages 19-39. Call California Cryobank to see if you qualify @ (617) 497-8646.

WEBSITE DESIGNER
Small retailer seeking entrepreneurial student partner to launch website side of our business. We seek a creative innovated and knowledgeable person for more information contact Jean-Francois. At La Boutique (617) 542-8080.

PART TIME
Gift shop in luxury hotel in financial district seeking student for part time work. Preferable Monday and Friday from 7am to 7 and weekends downtime permits some studying, secure environment. Free meals and employee discounts. Contact Jean-Francois. At La Boutique (617) 542-8080.


Seeking egg donor, for infertile married physician to start family. Generous pay. Anonymity possible. If college enrolled / degreeed and caring, call Silvana 1-800-780-1227 Access Code 02.

$5.00/hour and all the candy you can eat! College dormitory phones ripping you off? Enjoy major telephone savings anytime! http://ww...
Results Delayed by New Voting System

Elections, from Page 1

Oppold was "very disappointed" that seven of the eight winners had attended a pre-Orientation program. However, Chuang said that FLP taught its participants very little about leadership skills, but the program did influence the elections. Even with the new Web-based voting system, election results were delayed considerably. While the new program noted who voted and when, it did not total the votes for each candidate. UA election officers had to count votes by hand, and they needed to re-count the close races for vice president and social chairs late Monday night. The voting program was not capable of tabulating votes with the UA system of preferential and write-in voting.

The text-based voting system used on Athena in previous years did automatically tally the votes, Oppold said. Many candidates for freshmen offices waited through Monday's UA council meeting, hoping to hear some news from either Smith or Election Commissioner Seth Hohenhers '01. However, the only mention of freshmen elections regarded the new voting system, which will be used in the near future for a plebiscite on the freshmen housing situation. The voting system was hailed by the UA as a vast improvement over the Athena program used in the past. However, the Athena default version of Netoscope did not support the new voting software; voters instead had to run a newer version of Netoscope from the command line. The UA plans to update the program by the spring elections so that votes will be electronically tabulated, Oppold said.

Final results were released in an e-mail sent to candidates around 11:45 p.m. yesterday evening. The new officers will be officially sworn in at the VA meeting next Monday.

For 30 ways to help the environment, write Earth Share, 3400 International Drive, Suite 2K (AD4), Washington, DC 20008.
In June 1998, Union Bank of Switzerland merged with Swiss Bank Corporation to create the new UBS AG.

The investment banking businesses of both banks came together to form Warburg Dillon Read* - one of the world's most significant investment banks.

As a world leader among financial institutions, Warburg Dillon Read has opportunities for students interested in joining an organization that has built its franchise as the investment bank of choice, meeting the global banking needs of our clients.

"Without question...an investment banking powerhouse" - Wall Street Journal

"...a worthy contender to rival the American groups that style themselves as 'global' players" - The Times

We cordially invite the students of Massachusetts Institute of Technology to learn more about graduate opportunities on:

Thursday, October 1, 1998
6:30 PM - 8:30 PM
Room 4-149

All applications for graduate and internship positions can be made via our website. www.wdr.com

We are an equal opportunity employer.

*References to Warburg Dillon Read in the United States refer to Warburg Dillon Read LLC, a registered broker dealer.
Lisa's advice on how to avoid getting showered next time.

Dude! They're giving out free mouse pads down stairs.

I can't hear you!

No time to wash my hands!

2. If you gotta leave, make it quick!

Man, I'm bored out of my titanium alloy skull!

Maybe I should pull a hatch!

Umm, hah.

Uhh, no.

I think that it's funny enough that people pay to come here.

I think that it's funny enough that people pay to come here.

Aahh, the Charles. So mighty. So benevolent.

What the...

Pff! Pff! Pff!

Ow.

Ug, this is obscene. I have to get off this thing.

Down with Science
WHEN I SAY, "EH?", THAT'S YOUR CUE TO ANSWER.

IT'S A ONCE-IN-A-LIFETIME AWARD THAT IS VOTED ON BY YOUR PEERS.

HOW LONG HAVE YOU BEEN DUMPING YOUR TRASH HERE? SINCE MY CAN GOT FULL.

WE'RE HAVING AN ALL-EMPLOYEE TALENT SHOW FOR CHARITY. TICKETS ARE THREE DOLLARS!

WE'LL GIVE YOU THREE DOLLARS APiece TO FORGET THE WHOLE THING. IT WORKS OUT THE SAME.

DEAL IRONICALLY, MATH IS MY ONLY TALENT.

ACROSS
1 French 101 verb
2 Torque, in Greek
3 Alphabetic trio
4 C2H4
5 Pressure unit
6 Frequency range
7 Hubba
8 Space station
9 Enlite
10 Discoverer of X-rays person
11 Plural pronoun
12 Wave
13 Summer in Greek
14 Unit of work
15 Poetic contraction
16 Expel
17 Pioneer of nuclear physics
18 Good Lake
19 Make a mistake
20 Vase
21 Top of the cake
22 4th dimension
23 Transformation, invariant change in F&H field variables
24 Flying person
25 007 gun, Walther-
26 E&B field variables
27 Pulsating radio stars
28 A cheese
29 Sunning color
30 Loosening color
31 Flying pest
32 007 gun, Walther-
33 Subatomic particle
34 Flying person
35 Coherent beam of light emitter
36 Comic strip artist
37 Physicist, or Newton
38 Elusive quark
39 Summing color
40 Subatomic particle
41 Coherent beam of light emitter
42 Photograph film abbrev.
43 Hunting color
44 Subatomic particle
45 Light emitter
46 Atomic particle
47 Magnetic measurement
48 A cheese
49 Weird
50 Dop
51 Approx.2x10^4 kilograms
52 Poetic contraction
53 Enchanting quark?
54 E&B field variables
55 Poetic contraction
56 Dancing Queen group
57 Politeness, e.g.
58 Cat's sound
59 Watery, to the eye
60 Paris airport
61 Aene
62 Marriott or Hilton
63 Amp
64和个人
65 Canadian whisky
66 Cat's sound
67 Watery, to the eye
68 Tokyo, omic
69 Acme
70 Cape Verde Island
71 Meadow

DOWNS
1 Poetic contraction
2 Torque, in Greek
3 Alphabetic trio
4 C2H4
5 Pressure unit
6 Frequency range
7 Hubba
8 Space station
9 Enlite
10 Discoverer of X-rays person
11 Plural pronoun
12 Wave
13 Summer in Greek
14 Unit of work
15 Poetic contraction
16 Expel
17 Pioneer of nuclear physics
18 Good Lake
19 Make a mistake
20 Vase
21 Top of the cake
22 4th dimension
23 Transformation, invariant change in F&H field variables
24 Flying person
25 007 gun, Walther-
26 E&B field variables
27 Pulsating radio stars
28 A cheese
29 Sunning color
30 Loosening color
31 Flying pest
32 007 gun, Walther-
33 Subatomic particle
34 Flying person
35 Coherent beam of light emitter
36 Comic strip artist
37 Physicist, or Newton
38 Elusive quark
39 Summing color
40 Subatomic particle
41 Coherent beam of light emitter
42 Photograph film abbrev.
43 Hunting color
44 Subatomic particle
45 Light emitter
46 Atomic particle
47 Magnetic measurement
48 A cheese
49 Weird
50 Dop
51 Approx.2x10^4 kilograms
52 Poetic contraction
53 Enchanting quark?
54 E&B field variables
55 Poetic contraction
56 Dancing Queen group
57 Politeness, e.g.
58 Cat's sound
59 Watery, to the eye
60 Paris airport
61 Aene
62 Marriott or Hilton
63 Amp
64和个人
65 Canadian whisky
66 Cat's sound
67 Watery, to the eye
68 Tokyo, omic
69 Acme
70 Cape Verde Island
71 Meadow
by Bill Amend

Honey, I'm Sure 't's art. Part of the Creative Challenge.

"It may be, maybe this was a leap..."

Now that everyone's doing it, I wonder what a cartoonist could do to distinguish himself from the pack.

Honey, I'm a little surprised other please cartoonists haven't tried artists they to copy it. Have integrity.

Apparent: "Dilbert's" big leap from obscurity to prominence began soon after Scott Adams started including his internet access between the panels of his strip, before such things were common.

What a wonderful anniversary gift, you Peter-a-kiss for every day we've been together.

Not that "hours" or "maybe minutes" this was a leap better yet...

The Tech

TechCalendar

Visit and add events to TechCalendar online at http://tech-calendar.mit.edu

Tuesday's Events
6:00 p.m. - The Future of Turkey's Place in the West. Tansu Ciller, former Prime Minister of Turkey and the country's first woman Prime Minister, will speak on Turkey's relationship to the West. 1 hour 30 minutes. Building E51, Wong Auditorium. Sponsor: LSC.

6:30 p.m. - Disposition. Architecture lecture by James Corner, University of Pennsylvania. Room 10-250.

Thursday's Events
12:00 p.m. - Chapel Concert: Second Wind. Roy Sansom and Roxanne Layton, recorders. MIT Chapel. Room 10-250.


Friday's Events
6:30 p.m. - Nana-Bi. Detective Nishi (Takeshi Kitano), a cop with a violent streak and few words, is troubled by a dying wife and a loan from the Japanese Mafia. In Japanese, with English subtitles. 1 hour 43 minutes. Room 10-250. Admission $2.50. Sponsor: LSC.

7:00 p.m. - Bible Study. Come join us for Bible Study as we praise, study the word of God, and fellowship together. Student Center, Room 491. Sponsor: Asian Baptist Student Koinonia.

7:00 p.m. - Out of Sight. In this funny, sexy, and laid-back crime caper, George Clooney plays heist artist Jack Foley. 1 hour 50 minutes. Admission $2.50. Sponsor: LSC.

8:00 p.m. - Carnatic Jazz. Sumita Pennathur '00, saxophone. Influenced by South Indian Carnatic tradition, Sumita Pennathur presents her contemporary arrangements for traditional jazz quartet. Building 14, Killian Hall.

9:30 p.m. - Nana-Bi. Detective Nishi (Takeshi Kitano), a cop with a violent streak and few words, is troubled by a dying wife and a loan from the Japanese Mafia. In Japanese, with English subtitles. 1 hour 43 minutes. Room 10-250. Admission $2.50. Sponsor: LSC.

10:00 p.m. - Out of Sight. In this funny, sexy, and laid-back crime caper, George Clooney plays heist artist Jack Foley. 1 hour 50 minutes. Room 26-100. Admission $2.50. Sponsor: LSC.

Can't wait until Friday to find out what happens to Dilbert and friends? Then join The Tech Production Call Erica at 253-1541

TechCalendar appears in each issue of The Tech and features events for members of the MIT community. The Tech makes no guarantees as to the accuracy of this information, and The Tech shall not be held liable for any losses, including, but not limited to, damages resulting from attendance of an event. Contact information for all events is available from the TechCalendar web page.
MORGAN STANLEY DEAN WITTER

technology is the business.

information technology training program

Information Session
Thursday, October 1
6:00PM-8:00PM
Room 2-142
Bring copies of your resume, transcripts, dress casual.
Refreshments will be served.

Interviews
Wednesday, October 21

CPs Likely to Obtain Boston Police Power

BTP, from Page 1

MIT simply cannot control off-campus activities, James Ryan said.
"The campus is on one side of the river and most students live on the other."
The Ryan's strongly favored the Institute's decision to house all freshmen on campus.
"We certainly don't like the idea of frat houses," James Ryan said. "It is certainly a good idea to house freshmen on-campus.

The board ruled that BTP will be alcohol-free for three years as the result of the July 17 incident when a BU police officer was injured attempting to avoid beer bottles and cans thrown off the roof.
The board also ruled that the fraternity will not house any non-fraternity residents next summer. If the house wishes to have summer boarders after 1999, it will have to submit a plan outlining how they will be supervised.

Police Investigate BOSTON OPTIONS

Chief of Campus Police Anne P. Glavin recently met with the BU police to discuss issues of fraternity policing and police authority in Boston.
"According to the BU Police reports, there were 35 incidents concerning BTP," Glavin said. Only six of these were "serious" complaints. Seventeen complaints regarded noise or loud music, and 12 complaints were not connected to the

When something is too extreme for words, it's to the Nth degree. And that's the level of technology you'll experience at Raytheon.

Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower—Raytheon Systems Company, composed of four major technological giants: Raytheon Electronic Systems, Raytheon Aircraft Systems, Raytheon T1 Systems, and Hughes Aircraft. The new Raytheon Systems Company is driving technology to the limit. And we're looking for engineers who want to push the envelope. Break new ground. Make their mark.

At Raytheon, you'll take technology—and your career—to the highest possible level. You'll take it to the Nth. We'll be visiting your campus soon. Contact your career placement office now to schedule an interview, or check out our website at www.rayjobs.com. If you are unable to meet with us, please send your resume to Raytheon Resume Processing Center, PO. Box 646226, MS 201, Dallas, TX 75264. We have many exciting opportunities available and we would like to talk to you.

JENGAI ©1998 Pikachu Associates. Product is manufactured under license from Toy Ltd., which is a licensee of Pikachu Associates.

COMPUTER ENGINEERING • COMPUTER SCIENCE • PHYSICS • CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
MATH • ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING • MECHANICAL ENGINEERING • BUSINESS ANALYSIS

TAKE TECHNOLOGY TO THE NTH POWER.

Internet: www.rayjobs.com • E-mail: resume@rayjobs.com
U.S. citizenship may be required. We are an equal opportunity employer.

September 29, 1998
What's for Dinner?

The answer can be found at Star la carte. Our professional in-store chefs are always cooking up delicious meals. Stop in for a quick lunch or pick up a complete dinner.

The Wok
You select your favorites from an extensive array of meats, vegetables, noodles, rice and tangy sauces. We'll stir fry your order right before your eyes. Absolutely delicious!

Pizza
Our pizzeria quality pizza is made fresh to order using only the finest cheeses, sauces and toppings. Buy them ready to bake or ready to eat. We deliver too!

Sushi
You'll find a dozen unique varieties that are meticulously prepared right in our store by our experienced sushi chefs.

Calzones • Chicken Wings
Rotisserie Chicken • Steak Tips
Salad Bars • Sub Sandwiches

FREE
Write Bros. Pens
10 Pack
Coupon effective through Monday, October 5, 1998 at the New Star Market in Cambridge. One coupon per customer.

FREE
President's Choice Soda
2 liter
Coupon effective through Monday, October 5, 1998 at the New Star Market in Cambridge. One coupon per customer.

FREE
Parking in our convenient garage with a $10 purchase

HELP WANTED
All Shifts
Apply at store

20 Sidney Street, Cambridge
Quarterback Scott Blackburn '99 prepares to launch a deep pass during the Homecoming game against Salve Regina University on Saturday. MIT lost 42–0.

If you don't stop your friend from driving drunk, who will? Do whatever it takes.

If interested, contact Angela Keros at cler@hbs.edu or 496-9300.

Rhythm & Spice specializes in Caribbean cuisine and entertainment. Since opening in January 1994, Rhythm & Spice has received favorable reviews by the Boston media on its food, beverage, and entertainment. Within the first six months of operation, Rhythm & Spice’s Bahamian Conch Fritters was selected as the best appetizer in Boston by Boston Magazine, a publication that highlights cultural and recreational activities in the Boston area. Rhythm & Spice has been featured nationally by the Cable TV Food Network, and locally in Chronicle and Cityline, two new programs aired by Channel 5 (WCVB) Boston.

Rhythm & Spice seats 80 for dinner and has a capacity of 125 for live music and dancing. Rhythm & Spice expects to open substantially larger restaurants in the near future. Investors include Chris Blackwell, the founder of Island Records and financial backer of Bob Marley’s rise to international reggae superstardom. The concept was founded by Robert Jones and Scott Hilton-Clarke, two Harvard Business School graduates of Caribbean descent. Robert Jones is also a chemical engineering graduate of MIT (’86) and was a member of the product development team for olestra, a non-caloric fat substitute invented at Procter & Gamble Co.
Vandalism Strikes Michigan State's Spartan Statue

ATTENTION

Undergraduate and Graduate Students

The Corporation Joint Advisory Committee on Institute-Wide Affairs (CJAC) and the Screening Committee for the Nomination of Recent Graduates will hold a dinner meeting on

Thursday, October 1, 1998

6:00-8:00 p.m.

Religious Activities Center (W11)

This meeting will provide an opportunity to discuss issues relating to campus life, in particular the recommendations of the Task Force on Student Life and Learning. There will also be brief remarks about the process to elect a recent graduate to the MIT Corporation.

If you would like to attend, please call Michelle Hinkle in the Corporation Office, 3-2059 or <mhinkle@mit.edu>. Space is limited. Please reply by September 29.

In Tokyo

Morgan means more career opportunities

J.P. Morgan is inviting applications from MIT graduate students and graduating seniors for full-time positions in Tokyo for the following areas:

- Investment Banking
- Markets
- Credit Research
- Technology
- Consulting Group
- Financial

We are looking for intelligent, highly motivated people who have an analytical and quantitative aptitude, strong interpersonal skills, ability to work as part of a team, and an interest in our global financial businesses. Candidates must be fluent in both English and Japanese.

Interested candidates should submit a cover letter and resume by October 10, 1998 to "recruitjapan@jpmorgan.com" by email and are encouraged to meet our Tokyo representatives at the following career fair:

Nikkei Boston Career Forum on October 23 (Fri), 24 (Sat), and 25 (Sun) at the Boston World Trade Center.

JPMorgan

www.jpmorgan.com

J.P. Morgan is an equal opportunity employer.

Opening Reception

Thursday, Sept. 24

12:00 p.m.

MIT Lobby 7

77 Mass. Ave.

Cambridge

Exhibit Schedule

- October 1-19
  - MIT Lobby 7
- October 19-29
  - MIT Stratton Student Center
- October 29-November 12
  - MIT Medical Center Lobby

Sponsored by

- MIT Board of Chaplains

Supported by

- MIT Council for the Arts
- O.D.S.U.E.
MDT Advisers is a small, quality-oriented money management firm. We are looking for a bright, conscientious, and energetic individual to join our Quantitative Equity Strategies Group. This individual will contribute in all areas of portfolio management including software development, investment research, and model operations.

Qualifications include:

- A recent bachelor's degree from a top school.
- A strong computer science background.
- Solid programming skills including experience with C and databases.
- Excellent oral and written communication skills.
- Knowledge of finance, statistics, and operations research.

We offer a very competitive compensation package, an intellectually stimulating work environment, and a convenient Boston area location. This is an outstanding opportunity for an individual with a willingness to work hard and a genuine desire to excel in the money management business.

David Goldsmith, our Director of Quantitative Equity Strategies, will be interviewing candidates at MIT on Tuesday, November 3, 1998.

Candidates should forward a resume, a copy of an official transcript, and a cover letter with GPA and SAT scores by October 13, 1998 to:

Sarah Parsons
MDT Advisers, Inc.
125 CambridgePark Drive
Cambridge, MA 02140

---

**PRINCIPLES of SOUND RETIREMENT INVESTING**

**RECENTLY, MORNINGSTAR CALLED US CHEAP.**

**IT'S NOT EVERY DAY YOU GET A COMPLIMENT LIKE THAT.**

All financial companies charge operating fees and expenses—some more than others. Of course, the lower the expenses you pay, the better. That way, more of your money goes where it should—towards building a comfortable future.

We make low expenses a top priority.

As the largest retirement service in the world—a non-profit company focused exclusively on the financial needs of the educational and research communities—our expenses are among the lowest in the insurance and mutual fund industries.1

In fact, TIAA-CREF's 0.51% average fund expenses are less than half of the expense charges of comparable funds. It's why Morningstar—one of the nation's leading sources of annuity and mutual fund information—says, "At that level [TIAA-CREF] is cheaper than any other [variable annuity] policy, and is even competitive with the cheapest mutual fund complexes, though it offers far more benefits."2

"TIAA-CREF sets the standard in the financial services industry."3

Of course, expenses are only one factor to consider when you make an investment decision. Morningstar also noted our commitment to "consumer education, service" and "solid investment performance."4 Because that can make a difference in the long run, too.

At TIAA-CREF, we believe people would like to spend more in retirement, not on their expenses. That's why we're dedicated to making retirement planning easier.

Visit us on the Internet at www.tiaa-cref.org

---

**TIAA-CREF**

**ENSURING THE FUTURE FOR THOSE WHO SHAPE IT.**

---


TIAA-CREF expenses are subject to change and are not guaranteed for the future. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Quantitative Equity Strategies Group may use other names to indicate proprietary and institutional services. For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call 1 800 842-2776, extenison 8898, for the prospectuses. Read them carefully before you invest or send money.
Put that college degree to use by enrolling into the Air Force Officer Training School. Upon successful completion of the Officer Training School, you will become a commissioned Air Force officer with earned respect and benefits like great starting pay, medical and dental care, management and travel opportunities. For more on how to qualify and get your career soaring with the Air Force Officer Training School, call 1-800-423-USAF, or visit our website at www.airforce.com.

Lessons That Will Last A Lifetime.

OFFICER TRAINING SCHOOL

Put that college degree to use by enrolling into the Air Force Officer Training School. Upon successful completion of the Officer Training School, you will become a commissioned Air Force officer with earned respect and benefits like great starting pay, medical and dental care, management and travel opportunities. For more on how to qualify and get your career soaring with the Air Force Officer Training School, call 1-800-423-USAF, or visit our website at www.airforce.com.

To take the Princeton Review,

Get prepared! Take The Princeton Review

Leaders in GMAT, GRE, LSAT, & MCAT preparation

THE PRINCETON REVIEW
(800) 2-REVIEW
Louisiana State Police Quash Fight in Dormitory

Story, from Page 21

tions. "That is how we will treat them," he said.

The alleged victim said she had become separated from her friends during the confusion of the party and was left stranded at the fraternity house. Allegedly, the accused assailant then offered her a ride home.

"Instead, I fell asleep in his truck and when I woke up we were at his place where I was assaulted again," she said.

The alleged attacker said he is innocent. "I'm disgusted with this," he said. "I just want her to go away. I didn't rape anybody."

"I had sex with her one time; it was in the library," he said. "I didn't want to date her."

He went and got a condom from one of his friends before we had sex." The alleged rapist said this woman is angry because he spurned her advances after they had engaged in consensual intercourse.

"I told her that we can be friends, but that I didn't want to date her. I guess that wasn't good enough for her," he said. "She would call me at home two to three times a day for a month. She's pulled enough stuff to warrant a restraining order."

J. Stavyn Ländward, dean of students at the University of Utah, said his office takes allegations of rape seriously.

"It is a hurtful and despicable thing," he said. "Perpetrators should be prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law."

He said his office has refused to reprimand the Kappa Sigma fraternity over these sexual assaults until the extent of the law."

\[Daily Utah Chronicle, Sept. 28\]

LSU Police quell fastfight

Fists started swinging on the seventh floor of a residence hall and two Louisiana State University students ended up with misdemeanor summons.

Preston Gary Jr., 18, and Lenear Johnson, 17, were charged with disturbing the peace by fratic encounter Monday over an alleged stolen compact disc, according to police captain Ricky Adams.

"Gary is saying Johnson alleged-
Welcome!

Join us for a live presentation about superb career opportunities at Arthur D. Little.
Thursday, October 1st — 7:00 p.m.
Building 4, Room 163

Arthur D Little
the world’s most creative Consultants

WORK WITH PEAPOD...
...THE FASTEST GROWING INTERACTIVE SHOPPING AND DELIVERY SERVICE!

Do you DREAM of a truly unique part-time opportunity...?
Do you CRAVE a position that is fast-paced, fun and exciting?
Look no further...

Peapod’s EXPLOSIVE growth in your area has created the need for several Delivery Driver positions to be filled IMMEDIATELY by YOU!

Take a look at some of the BENEFITS Peapod can offer:
• EXCELLENT advancement opportunities!
• Refer-A-Friend BONUSES!
• Consistent step RAISES!
• Employee DISCOUNTS!
• WATERTOWN location close to school or home!
• DENTAL PLAN and 401 (K) available!
• STOCK purchase plan for employees!
• PAID training!
• $200 Sign up BONUSES!
• Delivery vehicle PROVIDED!

Our Delivery Driver position has an earning potential of $12.00 per hour, with tips! Morning and evening shifts are immediately available.

Call us at (888) 492-0066 to hear more about this position, and to schedule a time to come in and fill out an application!
Advertise your event in TechCalendar. Look for events in TechCalendar. Read TechCalendar in The Tech or on the web.

http://tech-calendar.mit.edu

The Brattle Group

Is Your Future in Consulting?

Information Session for Seniors with significant coursework in Economics, Math, Engineering, or other highly analytic disciplines

Wednesday, October 7
Conference Center - Room 4-370
6:00 PM

CAMBRIDGE • WASHINGTON • LONDON

For further information, visit our web site: www.brattle.com

GUEST SPEAKER
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES 1999

The Commencement Committee invites suggestions for the guest speaker at MIT’s Commencement Exercises on Friday 4 June from all members of the community. The Commencement speaker should be one who will be able to address topics of relevance to MIT.

Written suggestions may be dropped off at the Undergraduate Association Office - Room W20-401, Graduate Student Council Office - Room 50-222, and the Information Center - Room 7-121.

In addition, suggestions may be filed with Pooja Shukla - President of the Class of 1999 (PSHUKLA@MIT.EDU), Brian Schneider - President of the Graduate Student Council (SCHNEIDER@W1.MIT.EDU), Gayle Gallagher - Executive Officer for Commencement (GAYLE@MIT.EDU), and Eric Grimson - Chairman of Commencement Committee (WELG@AI.MIT.EDU).

Suggestions must be received either in writing or electronically by Friday 2 October.

Following a review, the Committee will submit a list to President Vest for consideration. The list will not be made public. President Vest has the ultimate responsibility and authority for selecting and inviting a guest speaker for the Commencement Exercises.
Welcome back... NOW GO AWAY!

Great deals on study, work and volunteer programs, airfares, and hotels.

Gift certificates for sale!
European railpasses, and international student ID cards issued on the spot!

Council Travel
IDE Center, International Educational Exchange
273 Newbury St., Boston
(617) 266-1926
12 Eliot St., 2nd Fl., Cambridge
(617) 497-1497
MIT Student Center, W20-024
84 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
(617) 225-2555

Win $200
Web Graphic Design Contest

Design the home page graphic for the Online Writing and Communication Center.

Entries due October 12. Open to all members of the MIT community.

Full contest info on the Web at http://web.mit.edu/writing/contest.html or e-mail writing-www@mit.edu.

Sponsored by the Program in Writing and Humanistic Studies

---

P&G

THE PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY
invites interested students to discuss

FULL-TIME & SUMMER CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
in Manufacturing, Engineering and Product Development.

We are looking for students with majors in Chemical, Mechanical, Materials, and Process Control Engineering.

THIS WILL BE OUR PRIMARY RECRUITING EFFORT THIS YEAR

If you would like to be placed on our Interview Schedule please come to the Open House.

OCTOBER 1st - Room 66-110
6 to 9:30pm - Open House
7 to 8pm - Technical Presentation

BRING YOUR RESUMES

---

Welcome back... NOW GO AWAY!

Great deals on study, work and volunteer programs, airfares, and hotels.

Gift certificates for sale!
European railpasses, and international student ID cards issued on the spot!

Council Travel
IDE Center, International Educational Exchange
273 Newbury St., Boston
(617) 266-1926
12 Eliot St., 2nd Fl., Cambridge
(617) 497-1497
MIT Student Center, W20-024
84 Massachusetts Ave., Cambridge
(617) 225-2555

Win $200
Web Graphic Design Contest

Design the home page graphic for the Online Writing and Communication Center.

Entries due October 12. Open to all members of the MIT community.

Full contest info on the Web at http://web.mit.edu/writing/contest.html or e-mail writing-www@mit.edu.

Sponsored by the Program in Writing and Humanistic Studies

---

This space donated by The Tech always welcomes new staffers in all departments. Call Doug or Josh at 253-1541.
Men's Tennis Takes Out Boston University With Impressive 6–1 Victory

By Ben Cooke

The men's tennis team had their first home match of the fall season Wednesday against Boston University. MIT defeated the BU squad 6-1 and has beaten the Division I BU team two out of the past three years.

The doubles tandem of Eric Chen '00 and Ben Cooke '00 got things started quickly for the MIT team with a quick 8-2 victory at first doubles. The other two doubles matches were close, but with the score 7-7, Amit Chokraborty '99 had a huge service game with two consecutive aces to clinch the second doubles point. Up 8-7 and backed by the cheering of MIT reserves, Chokraborty and Matysczak '99 broke serve and won 9-7.

Having clinched the doubles point, MIT looked to have a strong start in the singles. Jason Yin won the first man off victorious, winning quickly at sixth singles. Cooke was off next at fourth singles, winning 6-3, 6-1, and Chen clinched the match with a 6-2, 6-2 at first singles. Matysczak and Chokraborty won their matches at second and third singles, while Ricky Rosello '01 lost at fifth singles, dropping the only point of the day.

After being ranked 19th in the country the past two years, the team has decided to demonstrate their experience. At first singles, Nakamura '99 brought serve and won three sets, 6-2, 6-7, 7-6. Her partner Koskelin faced much better at second singles, earning the second point for MIT in straight sets, 6-3, 6-1. Hall bounced back from her loss in doubles and snatched the third point with a 6-4, 6-2. Singh at fourth and Cheng at fifth played tough, but both lost 6-1, 6-0. Gupta in sixth singles and Cheung at eighth hustled and played hard, but lost 4-6, 9-6, and 2-6, 4-6 respectively. Finally, at seventh singles, in the longest match of the day, Bhat ran her opponent around for three sets, and triumphed 7-6, 6-7, 7-6.

MIT Women's Tennis Team Loses Hard Match to Colby

By Measland Nakamura

The women's tennis team sweated out a tough 3-6 loss against Colby College. Kelly Koskelin '02 and Measland Nakamura '00 earned the first of three points at first doubles with a score of 8-6. Jessica Hall '02 and Nisha Singh '00 played well at second, but lost 6-8, as did Yi-Ning Cheng '02 and Shikha Gupta '01 at third, who lost 8-2. Divya Bhat '02 and Priscilla Cheung '02 lost at fourth 3-8.

At first singles, Nakamura lost in 9-7. Having clinched the doubles point, MIT looked to have a strong start in the singles. Jason Yin won the first man off victorious, winning quickly at sixth singles. Cooke was off next at fourth singles, winning 6-3, 6-1, and Chen clinched the match with a 6-2, 6-2 at first singles. Matysczak and Chokraborty won their matches at second and third singles, while Ricky Rosello '01 lost at fifth singles, dropping the only point of the day.

After being ranked 19th in the country the past two years, the team has decided to demonstrate their experience. At first singles, Nakamura '99 brought serve and won three sets, 6-2, 6-7, 7-6. Her partner Koskelin faced much better at second singles, earning the second point for MIT in straight sets, 6-3, 6-1. Hall bounced back from her loss in doubles and snatched the third point with a 6-4, 6-2. Singh at fourth and Cheng at fifth played tough, but both lost 6-1, 6-0. Gupta in sixth singles and Cheung at eighth hustled and played hard, but lost 4-6, 9-6, and 2-6, 4-6 respectively. Finally, at seventh singles, in the longest match of the day, Bhat ran her opponent around for three sets, and triumphed 7-6, 6-7, 7-6.

Subversity Tennis Loses to Harvard Club Team

By Lisa Dang

Seven members of the women's subversity tennis team played their first match of the season against the Harvard Tennis Club on Wednesday with a disappointing loss 4-2.

The match began with doubles play. Linda Huang '00 and Ephy Klopfer '02 played a difficult match and lost 8-0. The great team-work between Lisa Hughey '02 and Lisa Dang '01 brought them to a 9-7 victory to score MIT's first point.

Singles matches followed and the Harvard Tennis Club was able to demonstrate their experience. At first singles, Dang lost 6-0, 6-0, while Sarah Chalos '01 lost 6-0, 6-2. Kossanu Poon dropped her match 6-3, 6-3. Serret Baunisa '99 provided MIT their second point with an incredible 6-0, 6-4 win at first singles.

Team Coach Carol Matuszak said, "This was a great experience for our subversity squad. We pulled out a good doubles win by playing intelligently as well as a well earned, patient win at singles by Baunisa."